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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space. We shall say that an operator A with 
domain D(A) and range R(A) in X is accretive if /lx, - x2 11 < /Ix1 - x2 + 
A(y, - yJ for all A > 0 and yi E Axi, i = 1,2, and that A satisfies the range 
condition if R(Z + &I) 1 D(A) (the closure of D(A)) for all A > 0, where 1 
denotes the identity. 
Let g: [0, co) + [0, co) be a nonincreasing continuous function such that 
lim ,+r13 g(t) = 0. Let x E X and consider the following initial value problem: 
du(t)/dt + Au(t) + g(t) u(t) 3 g(t) x, 
u(O) =x0 E D(A). 
(E) 
The main purpose of this note is to use the idea of 15 1 to study the 
asymptotic behavior of the (generalized) solutions of (E) both at infinity and 
at the origin. The asymptotic behavior for (E) at infinity has been 
investigated by Browder [2], Reich [8], and Israel and Reich 141, and is 
closely related to certain iterative procedures for constructing zeros of A. 
One of our main results (Theorem 2.1) will yield improvements of some 
results of 14, 6, 8, 91 ( see Remarks 2.1 below). This implies that we also give 
a unified proof for these results. 
The asymptotic behavior for (E) at the origin is studied briefly in 
Section 4. 
Recall that U: [0, co) -+ X is said to be an integral solution of (E) if it is an 
integral solution of 
du(t)/dt + Au(t) 3./-(t), 
with f(t) = g(t)(x - u(t)) (see [l, Definition 1.21). It is known [ 1, 
Proposition 1.121 that there exists a unique integral solution of (E) if A 
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satisfies R(Z + AA) 1 clco D(A) (the closed convex hull of D(A)) for all 
A>OandifxEclcoD(A). 
We denote the resolvent (Z + AA-’ by JA and the Yosida approximation 
A-‘(Z - JA) by A,. For x, y in X we set 
and 
[x,y]+ =l$ [x,y],l= f:f, [X3Yl,. 
It is known that A is accretive if and only if [x, - xz,y, -y2] + > 0 for all 
yi E Axi, i = 1,2. Let S(X) = {z E X, (I z I] = 1 }. Recall that the norm of X is 
said to be Frlchet differentiable if for each x in S(X) lim,,,[x, y], exists 
uniformly for y in S(X). We denote the strong and weak limit by lim and w- 
lim, respectively. Set G(t) = J”; g(r) dr, h(t) = exp(G(t)), and H(t) = 1; h(r) dr. 
We can easily see that h(t) > 1, H(t) > t for all t > 0 and 
lim,, h(t)/zz(t) = 0. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Throughout this note, let A be an accretive operator in X that satisfies the 
range condition. Our main result is 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u be an integral solution of(E). Then there exists an 
f~ S(X*) such that 
lim h(t)f(u(t))/H(t) = tim, h(t) II u(t)ll/H(t) = d 
t-rcc --t 
and 
lim f(t-‘J,z) = fi: CC’ l].Z,z]l = d 
Ida, --t 
for all z E D(A), where d = dist(O, R(A)). 
The next three results are easy consequences of the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let u be an integral solution of (E). Zf X is reflexive 
and strictly convex, then w-lim,,, h(t) u(t)/H(t) = w-lim,,, t-‘J,z = -v for 
all z E D(A), where I] v II = dist(O, R(A)). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let u be an integral solution of (E). Zf X* has a 
Frechet differentiable norm, then lim,,, h(t) u(t)/H(t) = lim,,, t ‘.Z,z = -v 
for all z E D(A), where v is the unique point of least norm in R(A). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let u be an integral solution of (E). Let g satisfy in 
addition that g is of class C’, IF g(r) dr = CO, and lim,,, g’(t)/g’(t) = 0. 
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Then we have the following: (a) If X is reflexive and strictly convex, then w- 
lim t-m g(t) u(t) = - v, where I] v]] = dist(O, R(A)); (b) Zf X* has a Fr&het 
d&Qrentiable norm, then lim,,, g(t) u(t) = -v, where v is the unique point of 
least norm in R(A). 
Remarks 2.1. (a) Since the uniform convexity of X implies the Frechet 
differentiability of the norm of X* (cf. [3]), Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 
generalize Corollary 5 and Theorem 3 of [4], respectively. Corollary 2.4 is a 
generalization of Theorem 6 of [4]. (b) If we put g(t) = 0 for all t, then the 
integral solution u of (E) can be written as u(t) = T(t) x0, where (T(t); t > O} 
is the nonlinear contraction semigroup on D(A) generated by -A. In this 
case we have that h(t) = 1 and H(t) = t for all t. Therefore Corollaries 2.2 
and 2.3 are also generalizations of 16, Theorem 21 and 19, Theorem 3.3 1. 
3. PROOFS 
We start with the following lemma which is a result of 171 in case g(t) = 0 
for all t > 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u be an integral solution of (E). Then we have. for 
s, t > 0, 
4s) II ~6) - JP,II G (h(s) - W)lt) /Ix, - Jtxo II 
+ (2/t) ji h(r) II u(r) - x0/I dr + (h(s) - 1) II x - xd 
Proof: Let z E Ay and s, t > 0. Since u is an integral solution of (E), we 
have 
/I+)-Yll-llxo-Yll 
< I 1 [u(r)-Y,g(r)(x--u(r))--]+ dr 
=-~sg(r)/lu(r)-~lldr+~slu(r)-y.g(r)(x--yf-rJ,dr. 
-0 0 
It follows from Gronwall’s type of inequality that 
h(s) iI+) -yll - 11x0 -Yll 
< IS h(r)lu(r> -Y, g(r)@ -Y> - zl+ dr 
-0 
(3.1) 
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Note that ]G h(r) g(r) dr = IS, h’(r) dr = h(s) - 1 and 
b(r) - Jtxo9 -4d < t-V lb(r) -xJl - lb0 -4x,l0. 
Hence, putting y = J,xO and z =AtxO in (3.1) we can easily obtain the 
conclusion of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By (3.1) we have 
~~~~/I~~~~-~lI--l~o-~ll~~~~~~~ll~~~~~~-~~-~ll~~ 
0 
G (h(s) - 1) Ilx -Y II + H(s) llz/I 
for all z E Ay and s > 0, which implies that 
liF+v h(s) II WllfW G d. (3.2) 
On the other hand, by [9, Lemma 2.11, 
lim t-’ IIJ,xo]l = d. 
t-cc (3.3) 
If d = 0, then it follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that the conclusion holds for all 
fE X*. Hence we may assume that d > 0. 
Now, choose an f, E S(X*) such that f,(J,x, -x0) = I(J,x, - x01(. Then 
it follows that h(s>(llJtxo - xolI -.Ms> -x0)) = 4MJ,xo - 4s)) G 
h(s) ]IJtxo - U(S)& Combining this with Lemma 3.1, we have 
h(sMW) - x,)/W) 
> t-’ 11x0 -Jtxoll - (h(s) - 1) Ilx-xolllf0) 
- (WW) j: h(r) II W - x0 II dr. (3.4) 
Moreover, since ]IJtxo -x011 -f,(JSxo -x0) =fi(Jtxo -J,x,) < IIJ,x, - J,x,ll 
< (1 -s/t> lIJtxo -x011, we get 
s-tf,(J,xo -x0> > t-’ IlJtxo - XOII. (3.5) 
Now, let fE X* be a weak * cluster point of (f,} as t + co. Then we have 
h(sVW) - x,)lWs) 2 d - (h(s) - 1) Ilx - xolllW> and s-‘fCJsxo - x0> 
> d. Taking the lim inf as s + co, we obtain 
liz&f h(s)./+(s))/Ws) 2 4 
(3.6) 
lim inf s - tf(J,x,) > d. 
s-m 
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Since II fll XV, o x - xo)/llJsxo -x0/I > d/s-’ I(J,x, -x0/I -+ 1 as s -+ co, f 
must belong to S(X*). From (3.2), (3.3), and (3.6) we reach the conclusion 
of the theorem. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. It is known (3, 51 that X is reflexive and strictly 
convex if and only if every sequence (x, } in S(X) satisfying f(x,) --$ 1 for 
some fE S(X*) must converge weakly. Therefore it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that w-liml+ur! h(t) u(t)/H(t) = ~‘i and w-lim, -)oo t-‘J,z = ~1~ for 
all z E D(A). Moreover, we have f(v,) = j] U, ]/ =f(v,) = ]I uz]] = d, which 
implies that /] a, + v2 I/ = /] v, ]/ + ]] vz/] = 2d and hence U, = u2 by strict 
convexity of X. Hence the proof is completed. 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. Since X* has a Frechet differentiable norm if and 
only if every sequence {x”) in S(X) satisfying f(x,) -+ 1 for somefE S(X*) 
must converge strongly (see [3,5]), the proof will follow from Theorem 2.1 
in the same way as in the proof of the above corollary. That L’ is the unique 
point of least norm in R(A) follows from [ 6, Theorem 2 1. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. We first note that lim,,, H(t) g(t) = co. Indeed, 
by 1’Hospital’s rule we have 
lim (l/fg(t)) = !iz (l/g(t))’ = jhi~ (-g’(t)/g*(t)) = 0, 
I-t%, * 
so that lim,,, [g(t) = co. Since g(t) is nonincreasing, it follows that 
G(f) > W) and W g(t) > s(f) .k, exp(rg(r>> dr Z g(f) .I?, ewPg(4) dr = 
exp(tg(t)) - 1 -+ co as t + co. 
On the other hand, since H(t) g(f) < Ib g(r) h(r) dr = J’b h’(r) dr < h(t), we 
get 0 < -H(t) g’(t)/h(t)g(t) < -g’(t)/g*(t) + 0 as t + co. Therefore, using 
I’Hospital’s rule again, we get 
,“; WI &)lW) = ji”, VW) g(t))‘lh’(t) --t 
= 1 + !im H(t)g’(t)/h(t)g(t) = 1. 
Thus the result follows from Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 and the identity 
g(t) at> = W(t) &M~))w) ~w/w))~ 
4. THE BEHAVIOR AT THE ORIGIN 
The method described in the previous sections applies to the asymptotic 
behavior of integral solutions of (E) at the origin as well. 
Since ]]Atz]] is nonincreasing in t for each z E D(A), we may define (Azl 
by 
IAz I = ‘;1E IIA,z /I3 
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and set fi(,4) = {z E D(A); lAz/ < co}. Then we can prove the following 
theorem in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u be an integral solution of (E) with x =x0. Then 
there exists a sequence {f,} in S(X*) such that 
ProoJ: It follows from (3.1) with x=x0, y =JAxO, and z =A,x, that 
h(s) II 4s) - J.axoll - llxo - J,xoIl C (h(s) - 1) Ilxc, - Jnxo II + *@I II A,xoII. 
Letting 1 1 0, we obtain 
h(s) II 4s) - xolllWs> G I&l (4.1) 
for all s > 0. On the other hand, let (t,) be a positive null sequence and let 
{f,} be a sequence in S(X*) such that fn(Jt,xO -x0) = IIJ,,x, - xJJ. Then 
(3.4) with x =x,, gives 
lizsf [liy,pf h(s)f,(u(s) -x,)/H(s)] > lAxOI, (4.2) 
and (3.5) gives 
liEif [li~l~ff,(A,x,)] > IAx,l. (4.3) 
Combining (4.1~(4.3) leads to the conclusion of the theorem. 
Remark 4.1. It is shown in [3, Theorem 31 that the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(*) If a sequence {x,} in S(X) and a sequence (f,] in X* satisfy 
lim n+ao II f, II = lim w,,,[lim iG+, n f (x,)] = 1, then {x,} must converge. 
(**) Every sequence {x0} in S(X) satisfying f(x,) + 1 for some 
fE S(X*) must converge. 
As mentioned in the proof of Corollary 2.3, condition (**) holds if 
and only if X* has a Frichet differentiable norm. Therefore, if X* has 
a FrCchet differentiable norm then Theorem 4.1 implies that both 
limti,_h(t)(u(t) - x,)/H(t) and limfjo A,x, exist and are equal for each 
x,, E D(A). In the particular case that g(t) = 0 for all t 2 0, this is proven in 
[6, Theorem l] and [ 10, Theorem 6.11. 
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